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What Corals Are Telling Us about Climate Change

Image: As the concentration of carbon dioxide in the Earth's atmosphere

rises, experts predict that the world's coral reefs will reach an environmental

tipping point, beyond which they may not survive. See a larger image.

Image courtesy of http://www.gefcoral.org/. 

Rising ocean temperatures, increasing levels of carbon dioxide which

are acidifying the coral reef environment, and infectious diseases are

wreaking havoc on reef ecosystems worldwide. Scientists are working

to understand the impacts of recent environmental changes on

complex reef ecosystems. Dr. Drew Harvell of Cornell University is

participating in the Coral Reef Targeted Research and Capacity

Building for Management Program, a multi-year global coral reef

research program sponsored by the World Bank. Dr. Harvell, who is

spending the spring semester on Hawaii Island as a faculty member

with the Cornell University Field Program in Earth and Environmental

Systems, will present a free public talk on Saturday, April 5, at 10:00 am, at the Outrigger Keauhou

Beach Resort Ballroom. Learn more about the research that Dr. Harvell and her colleagues are

conducting to generate new knowledge as a basis for better global management of coral reef

ecosystems. Following Dr. Harvell's talk, Dr. Bill Walsh of the Hawaii Division of Aquatic Resources will

present an update on the status of coral reefs in West Hawaii and an overview of local monitoring and

management issues. Following the two talks, the audience will be invited to ask questions, and the event

will conclude at 11:30 am. For more information on this La ‘Ike Kahakai O Kahalu‘u program, please

contact Cindi Punihaole, The Kohala Center's Outreach Coordinator, at 895-1010 or via email at

cpunihaole@kohalacenter.org.

EcoHouse Hawaii Program

Photo: Dr. Bruce James is Director of the Environmental Science and Policy

Program, a degree-granting major at the University of Maryland. Dr. James

specializes in research related to the oxidation-reduction processes of

natural waters and of wild, domesticated, and engineered soils. Dr. James

will travel to Hawaii with students in the EcoHouse residence hall this

summer. 

"The recent rapid rise in oil prices, increased frequency of extreme

weather events, and reanalysis of data adding to the preponderance

of evidence of increasing global temperature are a stark reminder of

the physical and biological limits on global society. These signs

demonstrate an urgent need for the development of a new science

as the basis for understanding the fundamental character of interactions between nature and society;

what is being called 'sustainability science' (Kates et al., 2001)." - excerpted from Hawaii's

Mountain-to-Sea Ecosystems: Social–Ecological Microcosms for Sustainability Science and Practice,



EcoHouse Colloquium Spring 2008 reading list 

Students from the University of Maryland will spend nine days on Hawaii Island this summer with their

housemates from the University's EcoHouse residence hall. Their trip is much more than a summer

vacation. EcoHouse is a residential education program with a focus on sustainability. EcoHouse students

live together on campus and attend seminars throughout the year to learn more about this topic. This

semester's class focuses on Hawaii Island, with discussions and assigned readings like the one above to

provide context for their upcoming visit to the Island. 

Learn more about EcoHouse in Hawaii.

Our Name in Libraries across the Country

Image: Cover of The Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science, used by

permission here. 

Karen Kemp, a Senior Scientist at The Kohala Center, recently published The

Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science (GIS), which is being

purchased by libraries and academic institutions across the nation. 

Kemp currently resides in Holualoa, where she is working with Kohala Center

staff, academic partners, and cultural advisors to help develop a unified GIS

infrastructure that will integrate Hawaiian scientific and cultural data with

Western scientific data, on an ahupua'a (traditional land division that in

many cases run from the mountains to the sea) by ahupua'a basis. "This

GIS project is an important part of our efforts to position Hawaii Island as

the world's leading site for research about and for the environment, and for

our respectful engagement of the Island as a living laboratory for humanity,"

explains the Center's Director, Matt Hamabata. 

Kemp earned a Ph.D. in Geography from the University of California at Santa Barbara, served as the

Executive Director of the Geographic Information Science Center at UC Berkeley, and developed the GIS

Masters degree program at University of Redlands. Kemp formerly served as scientific advisor to ESRI, a

world leader in GIS modeling and mapping software and technology. She currently serves as an adjunct

professor at University of Hong Kong and at University of Southern California, where she is teaching an

on-line masters course in GIScience. "Kemp is completely committed to her science and to community,"

says Hamabata. "She is adamant that data be gathered and shared, only after careful consultation and

only in ways that are culturally appropriate." 

Kemp lists The Kohala Center (TKC) as her institutional affiliation on the title page of her new book,

because she is proud of "the high quality of the enterprise the Center is spearheading on the Island." 

"TKC is creating an innovative model for supporting field-based scientific research outside of the

constraints and limitations imposed by traditional academic institutions. While considering first the

needs and concerns of local communities, both Hawaiian and non-Hawaiian, TKC is weaving together an

integrated web of community-based projects and services that support scientists, teachers, students,

and the community." – Karen Kemp, GIS expert and Kohala Center Senior Scientist 

Read the introduction to Kemp's new book.

Join the Circle 



Photo: "Koie" and "Lefty" with two friends swimming around Garden Eel

Cove during the daytime. Lefty is so called because he has a damaged left

cephalic fin. Photo by Keller Laros. 

Join our Circle of Friends and explore the Island of Hawaii with us.

Kohala Center members are invited to holoholo (get up and go) into

the field through four events, designed specifically for members of

the Circle of Friends, starting this June. Watch the manta rays

somersault in the waters off the Kona Coast on a night dive hosted

by the Manta Pacific Foundation and Jack's Diving Locker. Experience

the diversity of bird and plant life in the native montane rainforest at

Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge with wildlife biologist and renowned photographer Jack Jeffrey.

Walk the interpretative trail at Kaupulehu Dry Forest, pausing to glimpse the freshwater springs,

anchialine ponds, petroglyph fields, and cultural sites with Yvonne and Keoki Carter, managers of the dry

forest restoration program. Or get down and dirty pulling weeds that threaten the native forest with

Kohala Watershed Partnership Coordinator Melora Purell, then tour the Puu O Umi Natural Area Reserve,

a forest remnant that contains plants seen in few other places on the Island.

 

Take one trip, or join us for all four. The Manta Dive, and hikes through Hakalau Forest National Wildlife

Refuge and Kaupulehu Dry Forest cost only $50 per excursion for current Circle of Friends members; or

$150 for new membership plus one excursion, and $50 for each additional event.  The Waiakamali Gulch

Restoration Project Site excursion is free of charge to members. Learn more about each excursion, or

become a member today.

 

A Family Affair



Photo: Aunty Lei teaches a blind person to make a lei at Kahaluu Beach

Park. "Our cultural and science days touch everyone," says Kohala Center

Outreach Coordinator, Cindi Punihaole. "We are so blessed knowing such

awesome people as Aunty." 

Bring the family to Kahaluu Bay on Saturday, April 19, for the 8th

Annual Coral Reef Awareness and Earth Day Fair. Come learn more

about our Island's amazing ecosystems and how organizations and

individuals in our community are helping to conserve Hawaii's native

species and their habitats, soil and water, public trails, and cultural

traditions. 

The Earth Day Fair will be set up on the grounds of the Outrigger Keauhou Beach Resort, and Coral Reef

Awareness activities will be based at the neighboring Kahaluu Beach Park. Participants will be invited to

join in making Hawaiian crafts and leis, petroglyph rubbings, weaving, poi pounding, and seed planting.

The ReefTeach Theater will showcase underwater films and images, and volunteer ReefTeachers will host

a coloring contest, tide pool experience, whale and dolphin themed games and crafts, and a "fish for

knowledge" activity. Humu, the walking talking fish, will mingle with the crowd, sharing environmental

insights and humor. There will also be drawings throughout the day for free prizes donated by local

businesses. The event runs from 10 am till 2 pm. 

This year's Coral Reef Awareness & Earth Day Fair is sponsored by Outrigger Keauhou Beach Resort,

Kona-Kohala Chamber of Commerce, UH Sea Grant College Program, Girl Scout Council of Hawaii,

Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary, Jack's Diving Locker, Dolphin Quest, The

Kohala Center, The Malama Kai Foundation, Hawaii Forest & Trail, Ocean Sports and Red Sail Sports. We

extend a warm mahalo to the many community volunteers and service/dive clubs who help with the

games, the set up, and the clean up for this great collaborative event. 

To reserve booth space or to volunteer at the Earth Day Fair, contact Cindy at Hawaii Forest & Trail at

808-331-8505. For Coral Reef Awareness Day booth space, contact Sara Peck at UH Sea Grant, at

808-329-2861 or via email at peck@hawaii.edu.

Transforming Business Practices

Image: The Kuleana Program logo. 

The Annual Kuleana Business Conference & Trade Show, hosted by the

Kona-Kohala Chamber of Commerce (KKCC), is becoming a local tradition in

West Hawaii. The 2008 Kuleana Conference will be held at the Outrigger

Keauhou Beach Resort on Tuesday, April 29. The cost is $50 for KKCC

members, and $60 for non-members, and includes an organic, locally grown

lunch. The Kohala Center is one of several Island sponsors for this event. 

This year's highlights include: a live demonstration of a prototype home-scale

hydrogen power unit; local author Rosa Say (author of Managing with Aloha);

and keynote speaker Gil Friend, Founder and CEO of Natural Logic, one of the

nation's leading sustainable business consulting firms. Josh Stanbro will unveil

Evolution Sage's carbon offset program that invests in renewable energy here

on the island, and David Sands from Bamboo Technologies will discuss

building to code with bamboo. "I guess to me the whole agenda each year is one big highlight," says

Michael Kramer, Kuleana Committee Chair and one of ten conference coordinators. 

The conference will also present the 3rd Annual Kuleana Award for socially responsible business

leadership in West Hawaii. A trade show featuring local products, services, and operations that

contribute to the welfare of employees, customers, the community, society, and the environment will be

open throughout the conference, and open to the public at no charge from 4:00 and 6:30 pm,

sponsored by Kona Brewing Company. 



Photo: Michael Kramer, Kuleana Committee Chair, presenting the 2007

Annual Kuleana Award to Rebecca Villegas of Kona Brewing Company. Kona

Brewing was selected for numerous sustainable practices they have

implemented in their business, such as: hiring of a sustainability coordinator

to implement as many "green" operational systems as possible, founding

the Kona Brewers Festival to circulate money to local charities and schools,

provision of the spent grain from the brewing process to local farmers, use

of local organic produce and sustainable island beef, use of reclaimed and

recycled materials and local craftsman to construct brewpubs, and paying

livable wages to their employees. 

Registration and exhibitor forms are available at the KKCC website.

For additional information, contact Michael Kramer at 808-331-0910

or via email at michael@naturalinvesting.com.

Renewable Energy Grants

Image: For flat-plate collectors, or solar panels

that can be mounted on a roof or on the ground,

Hawaii has excellent solar resources. Flat-plate

collectors use all available sunlight, including

direct rays from the sun as well as reflected light

that comes through a cloud or off the ground.

Image courtesy of U.S. Department of Energy. 

The United States Department of

Agriculture (USDA) Rural Development

Office invites agriculture producers and

rural small businesses to submit grant

and/or loan applications to purchase

renewable energy systems and make

energy efficiency improvements in eligible rural areas. USDA funding is available in the form of grants and

loan guarantees, or in a combination package. For renewable energy systems, grant awards range

between $2,500 and $500,000. For energy efficiency improvements, grant awards range between

$1,500 and $250,000. Completed grant and/or loan applications will be accepted until June 16, 2008.

Applications should be submitted to Tim O'Connell, USDA Rural Development, Federal Building, Room

311, 154 Waianuenue Avenue, Hilo, Hawai‘i 96720. For more information, please contact Mr. O'Connell at

808-933-8313, or visit USDA Rural Development website.

School Gardens from Hamakua to Kau to Kohala

Photo: Jacqueline Van Blarcom (left) and others at Kamokuna in Hilo,

cleaning hau during the Hawaii Island Digital Geocollaboratory workshop in

September 2007. Photo by Jordan Henk, Director, Redlands Institute,

University of Redlands. 

The Kohala Center is pleased to announce that Jacqueline Van

Blarcom will serve as East Hawaii's point of contact for the Hawaii

Island School Garden Network. Jacqueline will serve schools from

Hamakua to Kau, and her West Hawaii counterpart, Nancy

Redfeather, will serve schools from Kau to Kohala. Jacqueline and

Nancy will be working to determine which schools have existing

gardens and which schools might be interested in starting them,

and to provide all schools with information about the kinds of support and resources that are available to

them to as part of the School Garden Network. 

Jacqueline and Nancy are available to schools that need help figuring out how to, for example:



build garden beds,

store their tools safely,

purchase worm boxes,

find composting information,

identify funding opportunities, and

access continuing educational opportunities for garden leaders. 

Jacqueline is a student at the University of Hawaii Hilo enrolled in the Evolution, Ecology, and

Conservation Biology track. She is also enrolled in Hawai'i Community College's Hawaiian Lifestyles Hula

Program. Jacqueline's experience embraces both environmental science and Hawaiian cultural practices,

and she is interested in "uncovering a means of representing interconnected cultural and scientific

information." 

"Having been raised in Hawaii, my understanding of the intricate and delicate environment we live and

work in has evolved and grown to encompass an understanding that there needs to be a balance. This

balance is between us, as analytical thinkers, and the environment and culture that has maintained its

survival much longer than we have," says Jacqueline. 

Jacqueline feels that school gardens are important for the valuable lessons that they offer to youth and

to the community: "I feel that gardens provide an opportunity to get our hands in the soil and

participate in not only the life cycles of the Earth but the enrichment of relationships amongst each other

and the world we live in." 

For more information on the School Garden Network, East Hawaii residents and schools should contact

Jacqueline Van Blarcom at jvanblarcom@kohalacenter.org and West Hawaii residents should contact

Nancy Redfeather at nredfeather@kohalacenter.org.
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EcoHouse in Hawaii 

Photo: EcoHouse Program Director, Dr. Wendy Whittemore, loves hiking and says she

"will climb almost anything if there is a view at the top!" She is seen here on a hike in

New Hampshire. 

Dr. Wendy Whittemore, Associate Director of Environmental Science and

Policy Program at the University of Maryland, serves as Program Director of

EcoHouse, a residential program for students in all majors. Dr. Whittemore

explains that one of this year's EcoHouse residents is from Hawaii, and thus

the connection to the Island. "We are using Hawaii as our ‘case study',

explains Dr. Whittemore, "since it will allow us to see in so many very direct

ways the challenges we face together on Earth." 

"The Kohala Center is eager to support the University of Maryland's program

because it gives us to the opportunity to learn about Maryland's outstanding work in the Chesapeake Bay

relating to environmental health," says Kohala Center Executive Director Matt Hamabata. "I look forward

to getting to know our colleagues at the University of Maryland and pursuing possibilities for collaborative

work, especially those that involve the public and K-12 students in research and educational efforts that

enhance or Island environments and that create even greater educational opportunities for Island

youth." 

University of Maryland faculty and students are looking forward to their first excursion into the field and

their first official educational program in partnership with The Kohala Center on the Island of Hawaii.

Teams of EcoHouse students are studying the Island's culture and history, energy and economic

development, governance, and ecosystems and conservation biology. A doctoral student in eco-politics

and conflict mediation has also been working with the group to provide an overview of the stakeholder

analysis and conflict mediation processes as part of the students' preparation for their trip. 

On-Island activities are being coordinated by The Kohala Center. During their visit, students will explore:

The remarkable and varied environments of Hawaii, including: coral reefs in Kealakekua Bay; the

North Kohala Cloud Forest with Melora Purell; service work in Kaupulehu Dry Forest with Yvonne

Carter; Volcano and the Mauna Loa climate observatory; and Kau with Kau Preservation Society;

The concept of ahupuaa (traditional Hawaiian land division running from the mountains to the sea)

at Amy Greenwell Garden; fishponds and cultural history at Kaloko-Honokohau with Cindi

Punihaole; and Pololu Valley with a cultural historian;

The paniolo (Hawaiian cowboy) heritage of Waimea at Anna Ranch;

Hawaiian governance and the Hawaii 2050 Sustainability Plan with Senator Russell Kokobun; and

Alternative energy sites on the Island, including wind farms on South Point and the Puna

Geothermal Ventures plant.

The EcoHouse students' academic backgrounds are divided fairly evenly amongst the social, physical,

and environmental sciences. The hope is that Hawaii Island can serve as a microcosm of the planet to



teach these students valuable lessons about managing complex and limited resources. Sustainability is

their common goal - a goal that they all need to be mindful of as they pursue their various careers.

A Calendar of Events 

Photo: One of the amazing views from the top of the Kohala puu looking

makai (the invasive banana poka weed can be seen in the foreground).

Photo by Melora Purell. 

Explore fascinating habitats of our Island of Hawaii with The Kohala

Center. We've created four unique events to say mahalo (thank you)

to our Circle of Friends for your outstanding support. Choose one or

all of them. Each event is $50 for current members, with the

exception of the hike to the Waiakamali Gulch Restoration Project,

which is free of charge to members.  $150 includes new membership

and participation in an event of choice, with each additional event

costing only $50. Register today.

Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge

Saturday, June 28, 7 am – 5 pm 

Photo: Rain forest habitat at Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge. Photo

by Jack Jeffrey. 

Spend the day with wildlife biologist, photographer, and birder Jack

Jeffrey in the Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), a haven

for Hawaii's endangered birds. As a long-time resident of the Island of

Hawaii, Jeffrey is intimately familiar with Hawaii's hidden valleys,

remote rainforests, and rare birds. He is a passionate photographer

and recipient of the National Sierra Club 2002 Ansel Adam's award. 

Hakalau Forest NWR was set aside in 1985 to protect and manage endangered forest birds and their rain

forest habitat. The 32,733 acre refuge is located on the slopes of Mauna Kea and is home to 14 native

bird species (8 of which are endangered) and 29 rare plant species (12 are considered endangered). The

refuge contains some of the best remaining native montane rain forest in Hawaii. Present conservation

efforts include removing feral animals, weed control, native habitat restoration, and ongoing monitoring

of plants and animals within the refuge. 

Photo: Ohia and koa trees, as well as other native trees and ferns in Hakalau Forest

NWR. Photo by Jack Jeffrey. 

Jeffrey will share the colorful history of this area, including tales about bullock

hunters, the infamous David Douglass-Ned Gurney story, and paniolo

(Hawaiian cowboy) lore. Tour the Pua Akala Cabin, a historic koa cabin built by

the Hitchcock family in the 1880's, maintained by the Shipman family until the

1990's, and now the property of the refuge. Learn how the sheep and cattle

industry wreaked havoc on the native koa/mamane forest, leading to the

extinction and endangerment of many species. Discover common and

endangered native birds and plants of the rainforest, and learn more about

current conservation efforts within the refuge. 

Participants should come prepared for a two-mile hike. Bring a light rain jacket,

small backpack, rubber-soled shoes or sneakers, and binoculars. 

For more information, visit the Hakalau Forest NWR website. 



Kaupulehu Dry Forest 

August (date & time to be determined) 

Photo: View of the Kaupulehu Dry Forest Preserve. Photo by Susan Cordell,

PhD, Research Ecologist with the USDA Forest Service Institute of Pacific

Islands Forestry. 

An aloha aina (love of the land) opportunity to meet the dryland

forest and lands of Ka'upulehu on the slopes of Hualalai with kamaaina

naturalists and oral historians, Yvonne and Keoki Carter. See the

landscape through a historical lens, as the Carters and their friends

share significant stories of the area, visit wahi pani (sacred sites)

such as petroglyph fields and identify both common and rare native

plants, some among the rarest in the world. This ahupuaa event is a

sojourn from mountain to sea. 

Participants must be in good health, able to walk short distances on rough terrain, ride in a 4WD van,

and must be prepared for hot, dry conditions. 

Waiakamali Gulch Restoration Project Site 

Saturday, September 13, 8 am – 3 pm 

Photo: Diverse native forest survives in steep stream gulches where it is

protected from feral ungulates, like this remnant forest along Pololu Stream

in North Kohala. Photo by Melora Purell. 

In how many places can you travel just two miles and experience the

transition from a dry forest habitat that gets about 30 inches of rain

a year, to a rain forest that gets more than 100 inches of rain? The

answer is only two places on the planet, both situated on the leeward

slopes of Hawaiian mountains: Haleakala on Maui and Kohala, here on

Hawaii Island. 

Explore the marvelous terrain of Kohala Mountain with Kohala Watershed Partnership (KWP) Coordinator

Melora Purell and Brad Lau, KWP Operations Leader. 

This driving/walking tour will follow the rainfall gradient up the gulch of Waiakamali Stream from Kohala

Mountain Road, to the edge of the Pu‘u O Umi Natural Area Reserve boundary two miles mauka (upland).

This strip of land has been used as cattle pasture for more than a century, and only remnant native

vegetation survives here, in the steepest terrain. The Kohala Watershed Partnership has recently

undertaken an ambitious project to restore the native forest. 

Photo: Liko lehua (the new buds of an ohia (Metrosideros polymorpha) tree. 

At the beginning of this tour, participants will walk around the Koaia Tree

Sanctuary, past a protected dry forest. After a short drive up the gulch, the

group will stop in a mesic (moist) forest remnant that contains plants seen

few other places in Kohala. Here participants will spend an hour helping these

plants survive by pulling weeds, especially banana poka, an invasive vine that

kills mature trees. At the top of the gulch, the group will break for lunch, then

enjoy a short walk into the native rain forest of the Pu‘u O Umi Natural Area

Reserve, a parcel of State land designated for protection because of its

high-quality native forest. 



Participants should bring rain gear and wear hiking or rubber boots. Be prepared for relatively strenuous

walking over steep, uneven, wet, muddy terrain, as well as some weeding, cutting, and pulling. Tools,

gloves, snacks, water, and lunch will be provided. 

The KWP Draft Environmental Assessment and Draft Management Plan are both available at

www.dofaw.net under the Announcements section. 

Manta Ray Night Dive 

Sunday, October 5, 2 pm – 10 pm 

Photo: "Knight" filter feeding at Garden Eel Cove, the site of the manta

night dive. The lights from divers can be seen in the background. Photo by

Keller Laros. 

Listen to a presentation about Hawaii Island's manta rays and the

research being conducted by the Manta Pacific Foundation. Then

experience these magnificent creatures up close, onboard a boat

chartered from Jack's Diving Locker. Diving or snorkeling is possible. 

This trip begins with a late afternoon dive on a beautiful reef. See

moray eels, garden eels, rare fish like the flame angelfish and

nudibranchs, and, perhaps, a manta swimming by. Enjoy the setting sun and a snack. Then head back

into the water at dark to see the manta rays glide and turn, as they are attracted by the light. Sit still on

the bottom and they may glide over your head. Explore the night reef and you may glimpse a moray eel

catching its dinner, or even a squid. Experience the bioluminescence in the water around you. 

Manta Rays, or hahalua, are elasmobranchs and cousins of sharks. Mantas have cephalic fins on the front

of their body that unfurl to help funnel water and food into their mouths. Manta rays also have wide

pectoral fins that look like wings and can span more than 20 feet across. Mantas have no teeth or tail

stinger, and they are shy and completely harmless. Manta rays feed on microscopic plankton such as

larvae and copepods. They capture their food by swimming through the water with their mouths open;

this is called filter feeding. To capture the large amounts of food they need to sustain themselves, they

sometimes somersault through the water - a sight frequently seen by night divers and snorkelers off the

Kona Coast. Come see for yourself! 

Participants wishing to snorkel or dive should be proficient swimmers, and divers must have their dive

certification. All participants should be comfortable onboard a boat on the open ocean. 

For more information on manta rays, visit the Manta Pacific Foundation website.

Forward to the Encyclopedia of GIS

 By Karen Kemp, reprinted by permission



Photo: Recent photo of Karen Kemp, Kohala Center Senior Scientist and editor of The

Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science. 

"Geographic information science is an information science focusing on the

collection, modeling, management, display and interpretation of geographic

data. It is an integrative field, combining concepts, theories and techniques

from a wide range of disciplines, allowing new insights and innovative

synergies for increased understanding of our world. By incorporating spatial

location (geography) as an essential characteristic of what we seek to

understand in the natural and built environment, geographic information

science (GISci) and systems (GIS) provide the conceptual foundation and

synergistic tools to explore this frontier. 

Geographic information science does not have a traditional home discipline.

Its practitioners, educators and researchers come from fields as diverse as

geography, cartography, cognitive science, survey engineering, computer science, anthropology and

business. As a result of the diversity of the disciplinary origins among those working in the field, GISci

literature is spread widely across the academic spectrum. Textbooks and journal articles tend to reflect

the specific disciplinary orientations of their authors, and the vocabulary used in the field is an amalgam

from these various domains. This can make it difficult for readers, particularly those just embarking on

their GIS (systems or science) studies to understand the full context of what they are reading. 

This Encyclopedia of Geographic Information Science contains condensed but deep information about

important themes relevant across the field, providing details about the key foundations of GISci no

matter what their disciplinary origins are. In addition to contributions from some of the most recognized

scholars in GISci, it contains contributions from experts in GISci's supporting disciplines who explain how

their disciplinary perspectives are expanded within the context of GISci - for example "what changes

when consideration of location is added?," "what complexities in analytical procedures arise when we

consider objects in 2, 3 or even 4 dimensions (3 space dimensions plus time)?," and "what can we gain

by visualizing our analytical results on a map or 3D display?" 

While this Encyclopedia will most certainly find a place on academic bookshelves and in university libraries

for reference by both students and faculty, it will also be of value to professionals in the rapidly emerging

GIS professional community. As the field becomes recognized as a true, distinct profession many are

now seeking additional learning opportunities, often through nontraditional, self-study activities. A

volume such as this is an invaluable reference for individuals or organizations who seek to understand

the common ground across the many contributory disciplines and sciences that integrate as geographic

information science." 

Learn more about The Kohala Center's other Senior Scientists in our May Leaflet.
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